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AK882XN RF  POWER MONITOR 

Description: 

The AK882X series of economical RF power 

monitors are optimized to provide exceptional 

performance in single transmitter or antenna 

systems. These monitors have been designed to 

detect or predict equipment failures by monitoring 

transmit power, temperature, supply voltage and 

key/idle times. The unit calculates VSWR from 

measured forward and reflected power, and 

generates warnings or alarms if outside of user-

set limits. The monitor can also alarm on periods 

of continuous activity (stuck-key) or no activity, 

identifying dead transmitters or failed data links. 

Local setup is simple and intuitive; the monitor steps 

through each setup parameter and stores the desired 

limit value in non-volatile memory. If a warning level 

is exceeded for more than a user-set delay period 

then a warning notification will be sent. If an alarm 

level is exceeded the alarm relay will be activated 

and an alarm notification will be sent. 

The integrated Ethernet processor provides remote 

access to setup and status using just a web browser, 

as well as warning and alarm notification via email 

and SMS. The relay can also be controlled 

independently through the browser. 

The backlit LCD display shows forward and reflected 

power, VSWR, power supply voltage, temperature 

(external sensor) and alarm status. Front panel 

buttons are used to adjust limits and clear alarms. 

 Applications:  

� Paging/Telemetry Systems 

� SMR/Trunked Radio Systems 

� Public Safety Radio Systems 

� Failure Notification/Switchover 

FeaturesFeaturesFeaturesFeatures: 

>  >  >  >  Bidirectional sensor automatically Bidirectional sensor automatically Bidirectional sensor automatically Bidirectional sensor automatically 
detects forward and reflected detects forward and reflected detects forward and reflected detects forward and reflected 
power, and calculates VSWRpower, and calculates VSWRpower, and calculates VSWRpower, and calculates VSWR    

>  Backlit, easy to read LCD display >  Backlit, easy to read LCD display >  Backlit, easy to read LCD display >  Backlit, easy to read LCD display     
>  Integrated Ethernet provides browser >  Integrated Ethernet provides browser >  Integrated Ethernet provides browser >  Integrated Ethernet provides browser 

access to setuaccess to setuaccess to setuaccess to setup and alarmsp and alarmsp and alarmsp and alarms    
>  Provides email and SMS notification >  Provides email and SMS notification >  Provides email and SMS notification >  Provides email and SMS notification 

for warnings and alarmsfor warnings and alarmsfor warnings and alarmsfor warnings and alarms    
>  Form>  Form>  Form>  Form----C alarm output C alarm output C alarm output C alarm output ––––    C, NO and NC, C, NO and NC, C, NO and NC, C, NO and NC, 

with manual and auto controlwith manual and auto controlwith manual and auto controlwith manual and auto control    
>  Simple, intuitive setup stores user>  Simple, intuitive setup stores user>  Simple, intuitive setup stores user>  Simple, intuitive setup stores user----set set set set 

limits in nonlimits in nonlimits in nonlimits in non----volatile memoryvolatile memoryvolatile memoryvolatile memory    
>  Operates from 9>  Operates from 9>  Operates from 9>  Operates from 9----30VDC power input30VDC power input30VDC power input30VDC power input    
> > > >     Mounts inline to simplify installationMounts inline to simplify installationMounts inline to simplify installationMounts inline to simplify installation    
>  Small size >  Small size >  Small size >  Small size ––––    just 4.7”x3.just 4.7”x3.just 4.7”x3.just 4.7”x3.5555”x.1.2”. ”x.1.2”. ”x.1.2”. ”x.1.2”.     
>  Very low power >  Very low power >  Very low power >  Very low power ––––    less than 1W maxless than 1W maxless than 1W maxless than 1W max    

. 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings:Absolute Maximum Ratings:Absolute Maximum Ratings:Absolute Maximum Ratings:    

Power Supply Voltage 42VDC 

Power Supply Current 0.1A 

Operating Temperature -30C to +70C 

Storage Temperature -40C to +85C 

RF Power FWD 2X Power Range* 

RF Power REFL <= FWD 

Alarm Relay Current 1.0A @ 30VDC 

  *1KW for  –1000 models   * 

Specifications:Specifications:Specifications:Specifications:    

*Subject to change without notice 

PARAMETER MIN TYPICAL MAX UNITS NOTES 

            

Input Voltage 9   30 Volts DC  AC Adapter included 

Input Current   0.1   Amps Dependent on input voltage 

Input Power (DC)           

Relay Off   0.5   Watts   

Relay On   1   Watts   

            

Operating Temparature -30   +70 DegC LCD limitation (-20C) 

Storage Temperature -40   +85 DegC   

            

RF Power Range           

-100 Models 0   100 Watts   

-350 Models 0   350 Watts   

-1000 Models 0   1000* Watts Peak, 750W average 

RF Power Resolution           

-100 Models .025   0.25 Watts Decreases at higher power levels 

-350 Models .05   0.75 Watts Decreases at higher power levels 

-1000 Models .15   1.5 Watts Decreases at higher power levels 

RF Frequency Range           

AK882XN-B Models 406   1000 MHz   

AK882XN-A Models 100   325 MHz   

VSWR Range 1.0:1   24.9:1     

Accuracy   2%     After Site Calibration 

Temperature Sense Range  -40   +85 degC  Sensor included 

Alarm Relay Current 0   1 Amp  @30VDC 

            

Weight   1   LB   

            

Connectors           

RF   N Type     Two female or one male, one fem. 

Power & Alarm   8-POS     Depluggable terminal block 

           

Ethernet  RJ-45   10Base-T 
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Dimensions & MountingDimensions & MountingDimensions & MountingDimensions & Mounting: ElectricalElectricalElectricalElectrical: 

Pin one of the terminal block is on the 

left side when viewed from the front. Pin 

functions are as follows: 

 

Pin Function 

 

1 DC Power in, 9-30VDC 

2 Ground 

3 Keyline+ 

4 Ground (Keyline-, Temp-) 

5 Temperature+ 

6 Relay NC 

7 Relay C 

8 Relay NO 

 
Note 1: The striped lead on the supplied AC 
adapter is positive and should be connected 
to pin 1 on the monitor. The other wire 
should connect to pin 2. 
 
Note 2: Keyline+ can also be used as a 
general-purpose alarm input. In either case, 
it requires a pull-to-ground source, such as 
relay contacts or an open-collector 
transistor. Switchover is ~1.5V.  
 
Note 3: Temp– is shared with Keyline- Temp 
sensor mounting ring is isolated from 
electrical connections. 
 
Note 4: The NO-NC pins are reversed if NC 
is selected in software. 

 

Ordering InfoOrdering InfoOrdering InfoOrdering Info    

 

Model    Frequency Power Range 
 

AK882XN-B-100-xx 406-1000 MHz 0-100W 
AK882XN-B-350-xx 406-1000 MHz 0-350W 
AK882XN-B-1000-xx 406-1000 MHz 0-750W 
AK882XN-A-100-xx 100-325 MHz 0-100W 
AK882XN-A-350-xx 100-325 MHz 0-350W 
AK882XN-A-1000-xx 100-325 MHz 0-750W 

 
Replace xx with FF, FM or MF for connector type 

*-FF Shown 

 

* 
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OperationOperationOperationOperation    
 

The AK882XN-XXX series of RF power monitors 

combine RF power sensing, display, monitoring and 

remote access into one compact package. User-set 

parameters allow a wide range of configuration 

through simple setup procedures. The monitor 

requires a DC power supply capable of 100mA at 

12VDC (25-50 mA @ 24VDC). If station power is 

unavailable a 12-volt AC adapter (included) or any 

DC source from 9-30 volts can be used. 

 

During operation, the monitor continuously reads 

two analog output voltages from the RF sensor 

corresponding to forward and reflected power. 

Since the monitor can be installed in either 

direction, the monitor will always assume that the 

higher voltage represents forward power. In 

practice this works well because reflected power is 

much lower than forward in any normal application, 

and never greater. 

 

On installation both forward and reflected power 

may need a one-time calibration. Connect an inline 

wattmeter in series with the monitor. The 

calibration trimmers are located on top of the 

alarm monitor. With RF power applied, and the 

wattmeter set to the main display, adjust the trim 

pot closest to the RF power source (transmitter or 

filter) until the forward reading matches the 

wattmeter. Set the wattmeter to display reflected 

power and adjust the opposite trimmer to match 

the reflected power reading. Alternatively, the 

monitor can be reversed, and forward power can 

again be adjusted, which internally calibrates the 

opposite detector. This procedure should be 

performed before setting alarm parameters. 

 

Main DisplayMain DisplayMain DisplayMain Display    

The monitor has two basic display modes, status and 

setup. During normal operation the main display is 

shown.  

 

 

 

The Main display shows the current values and status 

of all measured parameters. In addition, pressing the 

UP or DN buttons will cycle through the Status 

displays. These display the warning or alarm state 

and high/low values for each parameter. 

 

From the Main display, pressing the SEL button will 

switch to the Setup Menu. Use the UP and DN buttons 

to select a setup category, then SEL to start setup. 

 

If the monitor is left on any display for more than five 

minutes without a key press the display will 

automatically return to the main display. After one 

hour the display will switch to screen saver mode and 

turn off the backlight. Pressing any button returns to 

the main display. All monitoring functions continue

regardless of the display selection. 

 

Alarm LEDAlarm LEDAlarm LEDAlarm LED 

The ALM LED on the front panel provides a quick 

visual indication of monitor status. With no warnings 

or alarms, the LED will be steady green. If there are 

any alarms active it will be steady red. If there are 

only warnings, the indicator will flash green. If the 

web interface has been used to override relay 

operation the LED will flash red. 
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SetupSetupSetupSetup 

Setting up the monitor can be accomplished locally 

either through the front panel or remotely through 

the web interface. Please note that remote 

programming requires a network connection and a 

web browser. 

 

Local SetupLocal SetupLocal SetupLocal Setup    

    

    

 

The setup menus are categorized, with sub items 

presented sequentially: 

 
System 
 Defaults 
 Key Type 
 Alarm Delay 
 Alarm Reset 
 Disp Hold 
 Relay Out State 
 Key/Idle Timers 
Limits 
 High Power 
 Low Power 
 SWR 
 Temp Disp 
 High Temperature 
 Low Temperature 
 Max Key/Idle Timers 
 Power Supply Limits 
 External Input (if Autokey active) 
Network 
Main Menu 
 

 

System SetupSystem SetupSystem SetupSystem Setup    

From the setup menu, use the UP and DN buttons 

to select System, then press SEL. This will then step 

through the menu’s sub items. 

To change a sub item value, use the UP and DN 

buttons to highlight the item, then press SEL. This 

will highlight the item’s current setting. Use the UP 

and DN buttons to adjust to the desired setting, 

then press SEL to save. 

 

NOTE: To change a value more rapidly, press and 

hold the UP or DN button. After approximately a 

second the value will increment or decrement at a 

faster rate. 

 

DefaultsDefaultsDefaultsDefaults    

The AK882XN uses two sub-systems; the monitor, 

which handles all alarm and display functionality, 

and the web-server, which handles all Ethernet 

operations. These can be reset independently to 

factory default settings by highlighting the desired 

system, then changing it to “YES”. Defaults will be 

applied when “Next Menu” is selected. 

 

Disp HoldDisp HoldDisp HoldDisp Hold    

During normal operation the monitor will display 

actual power when keyed, and hold the last reading 

when unkeyed. Setting this option to “NO” will let 

the monitor display actual power regardless of key 

state. 

    

Scrn SaveScrn SaveScrn SaveScrn Save    

During normal operation the monitor will blank the 

display and turn off the backlight after 8 hours  

without a key press. Setting this option to “No” will 

disable the screen saver function. Note: With the 

screen saver off the unit may eventually cause 

some pixels not to turn fully on or off, effectively 

burning an image into the LCD. This will not affect 

monitoring, however. 

    

Key TypeKey TypeKey TypeKey Type    

There are two ways to generate a keyline signal in 

the monitor. The first is to connect an external 

pull-to-ground keyline to the external input, then 
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select the active (keyed) high or low state. 

 

The second method is to let the monitor assume 

key whenever forward power is at or above a 

threshold power level. This can be used when an 

external keyline is not available, or when the input 

needs to be used as a general-purpose alarm. The 

disadvantage is that a dead PA may not be 

immediately detected. However, On and Off timers 

have been provided to circumvent this (see under 

Limits setup). 

 

Alarm DelayAlarm DelayAlarm DelayAlarm Delay    

This is an overall delay, set in tenth-seconds, 

before any warning or alarm is generated. The 

warning or alarm condition must be present 

continuously for this period before being accepted 

as valid. This is provided to eliminate false alarms 

due to transient conditions, PA warm-up, etc. 
 

Alarm ResetAlarm ResetAlarm ResetAlarm Reset    

Once an alarm has been generated, it will persist 

until either it has been cleared manually through 

the alarm RESet button, through the web interface, 

or until Alarm Reset hours have elapsed since the 

last occurrence. 

    

Relay Output StateRelay Output StateRelay Output StateRelay Output State de-energized when there are no 

alarms, and NO-C-NC act per the pin definitions. 

Selecting Normally Closed will cause the relay to be 

energized in the no alarm state. This can be used 

to detect a complete power failure to the monitor, 

since without power the relay will be de-energized. 

This setting will reverse the NO and NC pin 

definitions. 

 

Key/Key/Key/Key/IdleIdleIdleIdle    TimersTimersTimersTimers    

These are read-only values. Master timers are the 

amount of time, in tenth-minutes, that the monitor 

is keyed or idle over the life of the product. User 

timers can be cleared through the web interface 

and accumulate time since the last clear. Adding 

key and idle time provides the total time that the 

monitor has been powered. 

 

Limit SetupLimit SetupLimit SetupLimit Setup    

These menu sub items are the warning and alarm 

limit values for measured and calculated 

parameters. Exceeding a warning level will not 

activate the alarm relay, while exceeding an alarm 

level will. If enabled, both warnings and alarms will 

trigger an email (and/or SMS) notification. 

 

From the setup menu, use the UP and DN buttons 

to select Limits, then press SEL. The monitor will 

then step through the menu’s sub items. 

 

 

 

High Power LimitsHigh Power LimitsHigh Power LimitsHigh Power Limits    

These set the high forward power warning and 

alarm levels. To disable a high limit, set it to the 

max allowed value. This effectively removes the 

limit by ensuring that it cannot be exceeded. 

 

LowLowLowLow    Power LimitsPower LimitsPower LimitsPower Limits    

These set the low forward power warning and alarm 

limits. To disable a low power limit, set it to the 

minimum allowed value. 

 

High SWRHigh SWRHigh SWRHigh SWR    LimitsLimitsLimitsLimits    

These set the high VSWR warning and alarm limits. 

To disable a SWR limit, set it to the maximum 

allowed value. 

 

Temp DispTemp DispTemp DispTemp Disp    

This sets the temperature reading to display as 

Centigrade or Fahrenheit.  
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High TemperatureHigh TemperatureHigh TemperatureHigh Temperature    LimitsLimitsLimitsLimits    

These set the high temperature warning and alarm 

limits. To disable a limit, set it above the highest 

expected value. 

 

LowLowLowLow    TemperatureTemperatureTemperatureTemperature    LimitsLimitsLimitsLimits    

These set the low temperature warning and alarm 

limits. To disable a low temperature limit, set it to 

the minimum allowed value. 

 

On/Off Timer AlarmsOn/Off Timer AlarmsOn/Off Timer AlarmsOn/Off Timer Alarms    

These set the maximum allowed times, in minutes, 

for the transmitter to be keyed or unkeyed 

continuously. To disable either limit, set it to zero. 

 

SupplySupplySupplySupply    WarningsWarningsWarningsWarnings    

These set the high and low power supply warning 

levels. To disable a limit, set it to the maximum or 

minimum allowed value respectively. 

 

External InputExternal InputExternal InputExternal Input    

This item will only appear if the Key Type (see 

System Setup) is set to autokey. The external input 

then becomes a general purpose alarm input. 

 

To set up, set the active state to High or Low as 

required. The input is internally pulled high, so 

typically the alarm state will be pull-to-ground 

(active low). 

 

Next, set whether this input should trigger a 

warning or an alarm notification. A warning will not 

activate the relay output, whereas an alarm will. 

 

Finally, set the delay interval. The external input 

uses a separate timer from parameter alarming. 

This allows the input to be used, for example, as a 

door open timer, where leaving a door open for too 

long triggers a warning. The delay time can be set 

to either seconds or minutes. 

 

 

 *NOTE:*NOTE:*NOTE:*NOTE: The temperature sensor supplied with the 

monitor is a NTC thermistor type. Maximum 

current from this terminal is ~300 microAmps. 

 

The thermistor is electrically isolated from the 

mounting ring is not polarity sensitive. The 

supplied lead length is two meters, and can be cut 

shorter if desired. We do not recommend cutting 

the thin black leads at the sensor since they are 

somewhat delicate. 
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NetworkNetworkNetworkNetwork    SetupSetupSetupSetup    

This menu allows the initial setup of the network 

interface module for use on a network. The default 

setting is DHCP enabled, which will provide for an 

initial connection on most networks. The default 

hostname will be AK882XN (AK882XAI for older 

units). 

 

From the setup menu, use the UP and DN buttons 

to select Network, then press SEL. The monitor will 

display the network module’s current settings. 

Changes can also be made here. 

 

 

 

DHCPDHCPDHCPDHCP    

If enabled, this allows the network module to 

obtain an IP address, net mask and name server 

settings automatically. Once acquired, the network 

settings menu will show these values. 

 

IP AddressIP AddressIP AddressIP Address    

If DHCP is disabled, this can be used to set a fixed 

IP address for the module. To adjust, use the UP 

and DN buttons to highlight “IP, then press SEL. 

The monitor will sequentially highlight each field of 

the IP address. 

 

MaskMaskMaskMask    

If DHCP is disabled, this can be used to set a fixed 

netmask for the module. To adjust, use the UP and 

DN buttons to highlight “Mask, then press SEL. The 

monitor will sequentially highlight each field of the 

netmask 

 

PortPortPortPort    

The default port for the web server is 80, which 

most browsers will automatically use. In some 

cases networks will block port 80, but will allow 

forwarding to another port. To adjust, use the UP 

and DN buttons to highlight “Port, then press SEL. 

Any port from 0 to 65535 can be set. 

 

SaveSaveSaveSave    

Once the monitor’s settings are set, use save to 

activate them in the module. Use the UP and DN 

buttons to highlight “Save”, then press SEL. Then, 

use the UP button to select “Yes”, then press the 

SEL button. This will save the settings to the 

network module and reboot the web server. 
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NetworkNetworkNetworkNetwork    InterfaceInterfaceInterfaceInterface    ModuleModuleModuleModule    

 

The network interface module is a separate sub-

system communicating internally with the monitor 

module. It provides access to status and setup 

information, as well as remote alarm notifications. 

Externally, the monitor connects to an Ethernet 

network through a RJ45 jack. 

 

The two LEDS incorporated into the Ethernet jack 

show network link (green) and activity (yellow). In 

addition, there are two LED indicators next to the 

jack. The one closest shows the Ethernet processor’s 

internal status; The other LED shows the status of 

the internal communications bus with the monitor 

module. Green indicates that the modules are 

operating normally, while red indicates a problem. 

 

Status and setup for both the monitor and network 

modules are available through a series of web pages 

served by the network module. Once the unit’s IP 

address is assigned, a web browser can be used for 

access. By default DHCP is enabled, which allows the 

network router to assign the module an IP address. 

To see what this address is, navigate to the 

monitor’s network display (see Section 2, Network). 

 

Once the IP address and port are known, the module 

can be accessed with a web browser. In the browser 

address window, enter http://192.168.1.128 

(substitute the actual address). If a port other than 

80 is set, append it to the address with a colon (Ex, 

http://192.168.1.128:1234 . In most cases, the 

monitor’s hostname can also be used to access web 

pages by entering http://AK882XN (default) or 

http://AK882XAI in the browser’s address window. 

 

Status (index.htm)Status (index.htm)Status (index.htm)Status (index.htm)    

This is the default page shown when initially 

accessing the web server.  This page shows an 

overview of monitored parameters, alarm status and 

user key/unkey times. Actual values are 

continually updated to virtual real-time through 

AJAX reads. Warnings and alarms are indicated 

in parentheses next to the values. Warnings are 

shown lower-case, while alarms are upper-case. 

For example, a low forward power alarm is 

indicated by (L), and a high SWR warning by (s). 

On or Off time alarms are indicated by (N) or (F) 

respectively. Similarly, temperature warnings 

and alarms will display as (t) or (T), while supply 

voltage warnings are displayed as (v). 

 

Key State shows the keyed or unkeyed state of 

the monitor. Next to this is the amount of time 

since the last state change. Each state change 

restarts this timer at 0.  

 

Alarm StatusAlarm StatusAlarm StatusAlarm Status    

This page contains the information on the main 

status page, plus a list of any active warnings or 

alarms, historical highs and lows for each 

parameter, and user key and unkey times. It also 

contains a button for clearing all warnings and 

alarms. This will also clear all high/low values. 
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Additional pages are accessed through the buttons 

at the left side of each page. 

 

** Note: the following menus require a username ** Note: the following menus require a username ** Note: the following menus require a username ** Note: the following menus require a username 

and password to access. The defaults are “admin” and password to access. The defaults are “admin” and password to access. The defaults are “admin” and password to access. The defaults are “admin” 

and “aksol”.and “aksol”.and “aksol”.and “aksol”.    

 

Site SetupSite SetupSite SetupSite Setup    

Each site can be assigned a unique name and site 

ID number. These will be used to identify the site in 

warning and alarm notifications. 

 

There are two global monitor setup values available 

from this page. They are System Alarm Delay and 

Alarm Reset Time. Please refer to Section 2 for a 

complete description of these parameters. 

 

The relay’s normal output state can be set as 

normally open or normally closed. Normal relay 

operation can also be over-ridden and set on or 

off. This feature is only available from the web 

interface. When the relay is in override (manual) 

mode the monitor’s alarm LED will flash red. 

 

When the site setup values are entered, “Save Site 

Setup” must be used to store the new values. 

 

Master and user key/idle timers are shown at the 

bottom of this page. Master timers are the total 

accumulated key and idle times since the monitor 

was new, while user timers can be cleared (re-

started) by a button on this page. 

 

External Input SetupExternal Input SetupExternal Input SetupExternal Input Setup    

There is an input available on the monitor’s power 

connector that can be used in one of two possible 

ways. If an external keyline is required, it must be 

connected here. It can then be used in an active-

high or active-low mode. 

 

If Autokey is used to internally key the monitor, 

the external input can be used as a general 

purpose warning or alarm indicator. It can have 

a separate delay period set, in seconds or 

minutes, before it will trip. For example, if this 

input is connected to a door sensor, it could be 

used to indicate entry to a facility (short delay) 

or as a “door left open” alarm (long delay). 

 

Limit SetupLimit SetupLimit SetupLimit Setup    

    

    

    

Measured parameters can have both warning 

and alarm levels assigned. Exceptions are 

voltage, which generate warnings only, and 

On/Off timers, which generate only alarms. Both 

types will send notifications (if enabled), but 

only alarms will activate the monitor’s alarm 

relay. 

 

This page can be used to set levels for each type 

of alarm. Please refer to Section 2 for a more 

complete description of each. 
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NotificationsNotificationsNotificationsNotifications    

Both warnings and alarms will generate remote

notifications if set up. This page allows setup of the 

email server, email and text message recipients. To 

disable email and/or SMS reporting, simply leave 

the recipient address blank. 

 

A default mail server option is provided to assist in 

initial setup of the monitor. This will attempt to 

send messages through the AKSolutions server. 

This is not meant as a permanent solution, but is 

provided for convenience. Availability may not be 

maintained. 

 

Email and SMS reporting are handled similarly, 

except that text messages are deliberately short to 

accommodate the general limit of 110/160 

characters. Email messages contain the 

sitename/sitenumber and IP address, as well as a 

snapshot of monitor conditions, while SMS 

messages contain only the sitename and an 

abbreviated list of warnings and alarms. Appendix 

B shows examples of both email and SMS 

messages. 

 

SMS messages make use of a cellular carrier’s 

email-to-SMS portal. In most cases, the format for 

the text messaging service is 

phonenumber@carrier.com, and is specific to the 

particular cellular carrier. In order to set up text 

messages the carrier for a phone must be known, 

as well as the carrier’s text to email format. A list 

of some common carrier addresses are shown in 

Appendix A, as well as at the bottom of the 

notification setup page. Please note that carriers 

may change these at any time. 

 

Network SetupNetwork SetupNetwork SetupNetwork Setup    

This allows setup of the network interface module 

for use on a network. Use care when changing 

since incorrect settings may cause the board to 

lose network connectivity. Please refer to your local 

network administrator for the correct values. 

(See also Section 2, Network for recovery 

options). 

 

If DHCP is enabled, the network will 

automatically assign these values. Once linked, 

these will be shown in the grayed boxes. We 

recommend that on first use DHCP be enabled, 

letting the network fill in all of the network 

setups. Then, turning DHCP off will fix the 

monitor at a known IP address. 

 

This page allows for changing the default 

username and password. If changed, and then 

forgotten, it will not be possible to access the 

setup pages for this monitor. In this case, 

access can only be recovered using the defaults 

available through the LCD display. 

 

The default hostname can also be changed. By 

setting a new hostname the monitor can be 

accessed by this name rather than the IP 

address. The format is http://hostname. 

 

Pressing the “Save Network Setup” button will 

cause the module to execute a reboot and apply 

the new settings. It should also enable access 

using the hostname. 
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Carrier EmailCarrier EmailCarrier EmailCarrier Email----SMS AddressesSMS AddressesSMS AddressesSMS Addresses    

Below is a list of some common cellular carrier’s SMS portals.  

 

AT&T  phonenumber@txt.att.net 

Sprint  phonenumber@messaging.sprintpcs.com 

T-Mobile phonenumber@tmomail.net 

Cingular phonenumber@cingularme.com 

Verizon phonenumber@vtext.com 

Nextel  phonenumber@messaging.nextel.com 

Virgin Mobile phonenumber@vmobl.com 

US Cellular phonenumber@email.uscc.net 

SunCom phonenumber@tms.suncom.com 

Powertel phonenumber@ptel.net 

AllTel  phonenumber@message.alltel.com 

Metro PCS phonenumber@MyMetroPcs.com 

 

Please note that these addresses may change without notice. You 

should consult your carrier’s website for the most up-to-date 

information. 
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In addition to the alarm output relay, the monitor can send email warning and alarm notifications via email 

and SMS. Both types make use of an SMTP email server. Contact your network administrator for the correct 

mail server settings. 

 

Emails will not be generated unless new warnings or alarms occur, but all current warnings and alarms will 

be listed. 

 

EmailEmailEmailEmail    

The AK882XAI monitor can send email warning and alarm notifications to up to two recipients. To disable 

email reporting, simply leave the “To” and “CC” fields blank. 

 

Below is a sample email: 

 

 

 

SMSSMSSMSSMS    

The AK882XN monitors can send warning and alarm notifications as text messages to up to two 

recipients. It does this by making use of a cellular carrier’s email-to-SMS system, which is specific to the 

carrier. Messages are abbreviated to comply with most SMS 110/160 character limits. To disable SMS 

reporting, simply leave the “To” fields blank. 

 

Below is a sample text message: 

 

FRM:monitor@aksolutions.com 

SUBJ:AK882XN Alarm 

MSG:Site: Reesers TRBO IP Site Connect -- *OFF TIME ALM* 

 

Any additional warnings and/or alarms will also be listed.  

 


